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1. Introduction 

La. This article explains a detailed example of the general result developed 
in the first part [3]. We were motivated by [1], where S. Barannikov describes a 
Ftobenius structure attached to the Laurent polynomial f( Uo, ... ,un) = Uo + ... + 
Un restricted to the torus U = {( Uo, ... , Un) E Cn + 1 I 11 Ui = I}, and shows that 
it is isomorphic to the Ftobenius structure attached to the quantum cohomology of 
the projective space Ipm(C) (as defined e.g., in [5]). 

We will freely use the notation introduced in the first part [3]. A reference like 
"§ L3.c" will mean [3, § 3.c]. 

In the following, we fix an integer n ?: 2 and positive integers Wo, ... ,Wn such 
that gcd( Wo, ... , w n ) = 1. It will be convenient to assume that Wo ... W n . We 
put 

(1.1) 
n 

p, := 2::: Wi· 

i=O 

We will analyze the Gauss-Manin system attached to the Laurent polynomial 

restricted to the subtorus U C (c*)n+l defined by the equation 

The case p, = n + 1 (and all Wi equal to 1) was considered in [1]. We will not 
need any explicit use of Hodge Theory, as the whole computation can be made 
"by hand". We will use the method of § L3.c to obtain information concerning the 
Ftobenius structure on any germ of universal deformation space of f. As we have 
seen in [3]' we have to analyze with some details the structure of the Gauss-Manin 
system and the Brieskorn lattice of f. 
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2 A. DOUAI AND C. SABBAH 

1.b. Fix a Z-basis of {I:i WiXi = o} c zn+1. It defines a (n + 1) x n matrix 
M. Denote by mo, ... , mn the lines of this matrix. We thus get a parametrization 
of U by (c*)n by putting Ui = vffi ; for i = 0, ... , n and v = (Vl,'''' vn ). The 
vectors mo, . .. ,mn are the vertices of a simplex .6. C zn, which is nothing but 
the Newton polyhedron of f when expressed in the coordinates v. Notice that the 
determinant of the n x n matrix (mo, . .. , ffii, ... , m n ) is ±Wi. 

LEMMA 1.2. The Laurent polynomial f is convenient and non degenerate with 
respect to its Newton polyhedron. 

Proof. The nondegeneracy follows from the linear independence of any n dis-
tinct vectors among mo, . .. ,mn . Clearly, ° is contained in the interior of .6.. 0 

We know then that f is M-tame (cf. § 1.4) and we may therefore apply the 
results of § 1.2 to f. An easy computation shows that f has J.L simple critical points, 
which are the ((1, ... ,1) with (IL = 1, and thus J.L distinct critical values J.L(. We 
hence have J.L(f) = J.L. 

1.e. Denote by Sw the disjoint union of the sets 

{£J.L/Wi I £ = 0, ... ,Wi - I} C IQ. 

Hence #Sw = J.L. Number the elements of Sw from ° to J.L -1 in an increasing way, 
with respect to the usual order on IQ. We therefore have Sw = {sw(O), . . , ,sw(J.L-l)} 
with sw(k) sw(k + 1). In particular, we have 

sw(O) = ... = sw(n) = 0, 

Moreover, using the involution £ I--> Wi - £ for £ 1, one obtains, for k n + 1, the 
relation 

(1.3) 

We consider the function (J"w : {a, ... ,J.L - I} --> IQ defined by 

(1.4) 

Hence (J" w (k) = k for k = 0, ... ,n. That Sw (.) is increasing is equivalent to 

(1.5) Vk=O, ... ,J.L-l, 

where we use the convention (J"w(J.L) = (J"w(O) = 0. We will prove: 

THEOREM 1. The (8 + (J" w (k)) is equal to the spectral polyno-
mial SP f(8) attached to f (cf. § 1.2. e). 

For instance, if we take the Laurent polynomial f( uo, ... ,un) on the torus 
IT Ui = 1, i.e., Wo = ... = Wn = 1, we get SP f(8) = + k). 

Notice that the symmetry property (1.3) is a little bit more precise than the 
symmetry of the spectrum (cf. [9]), which would say that, for any j E {O, ... , n}, 

#{k I (J"w(k) = j} = #{k I (J"w(k) = n - j}. 

Indeed, for k E {n + 1, ... , J.L -I}, (1.3) means that (J"w(k) + (J"w(J.L + n - k) = nand 
we clearly have (J"w(k) + (J"w(n - k) = n for k = 0, ... ,n. 
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l.d. Consider now the two p, x p, matrices 

0 1 
1 0 0 

(1.6) Aoo = diag (O"w(O), ... , O"w(p,-I)), Ao =p, 0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

Notice that Ao is semisimple with distinct eigenvalues p,(, where ( is a p,-th primitive 
root of 1. In the canonical basis (eo, ... , ell-I) of the space CIl on which these 
matrices act, consider the nondegenerate bilinear form 9 defined by 

{ {
if 0 k nand k + � = n, 

g(ek,ee)= 1 

o otherwise, 

with respect to which Aoo satisfies Aoo+tAoo = nId. The data (Ao, A oo , g, eo) define 
(cf. [4, Main Theorem p. 188], see also [5, § II.3] or [10, Th. VII.4.2]) a unique germ 
of semisimple F'robenius manifold at the point (p" p,(, ... , p,(1l-1) E CIl. 

The main result of this article is then: 

THEOREM 2. The canonical Frobenius structure on any germ of a universal 
unfolding of the Laurent polynomial f(uo, ... , un) = Li WiUi on U, as defined in 
[3], is isomorphic to the germ of universal semisimple Frobenius structure with 
initial data (Ao, Aoo , g, eo) at the point (p" p,(, ... , p,(I-'-I) E CI-'. 

REMARK. It would be interesting to give an explicit description of the Gromov-
Witten potential attached to this F'robenius structure. 

2. The rational numbers O"w(k) 

Let us be now more precise on the definition of sw(k). Define inductively the 
sequence (a(k),i(k)) E Nn+l x {O, ... ,n} by 

a(O) = (0, ... ,0), i(O) = 0 

a(k + 1) = a(k) + l i(k), i(k + 1) = min{i I a(k + l)i/wi = minj a(k + l)j/wj}. 

It is immediate that la(k)1 := a(k)i = k and that, for k n + 1, we have 
a(k)i = 1 if i < k and a(k)i = 0 if i ? k. In particular, a(n + 1) = (1, ... ,1). 

LEMMA 2.1. The sequence (a( k), i( k)) satisfies the following properties: 

(1) for all kEN, a(k)i(k) a(k + l)i(k+1) a(k)i(k) + 1, 
Wi(k) Wi(k+1) Wi(k) 

(2) a(p,) = (wo, ... ,wn) and for all k E {O, ... ,p,- I}, we have a(k)i(k) 
Wi(k) - 1, 

(3) themap{O, ... ,p,-I} ----> definedbykr-+ [i(k),a(k)i(k)] 
is bijective. 

(4) Fod EN, we have i(k + �p,) = i(k) and a(k + �P,)i(k) = �Wi(k) + a(k)i(k)' 

We will then put sw(k) := p,a(k)i(k)/Wi(k)' We have sw(k + �p,) = �p, + sw(k) 
for � EN. 
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Proof. (1) By induction on k. If i(k + 1) = i(k), the result is clear. 
Otherwise, we have a(k + l)i(k+1)/Wi(k+1) = a(k)i(k+1)/Wi(k+l) and the 
first inequality follows from the definition of i(k). Similarly, the second 
inequality is given by the definition of i(k + 1). 

(2) Let us first remark the implication 

a(k)j Wj Vj and {j I a(k)j < Wj} i= 0 ==} a(k + l)j Wj V j. 

[Indeed, from the assumption we have a(k)i(k) < Wi(k) , hence a(k+1)i(k) = 
a(k)i(k) + 1 WiCk)' For j i= i(k), a(k + l)j = a(k)j Wj.J Therefore, 
there exists ko such that a(ko) = (wo, ... ,wn ). Then ko = la(ko)1 = J.l. 
Moreover, by what we have just seen, we have a(k)i(k) < WiCk) for k < J.l. 

(3) The map does exist, after (2), is clearly injective, therefore bijective as 
the two sets have the same number of elements. 

(4) We have a(J.l) = (wo, ... ,wn ), so that i(J.l) = 0, and we may apply the 
reasoning of (2) for k = J.l, ... ,2J.l - 1, etc. 

o 
REMARK 2.2. In general, the numbers sw(k) are rational. These are integers 

(hence the spectrum of f is integral) if and only if the following condition holds: 

(2.3) V i, Wi I J.l = Wo + ... + Wn · 

Consider the simplex in IRn obtained as the intersection of the hyperplane 
Je = { WiXi = o} c IRn +1 with the half spaces Xi -1. Fix also the lattice 
Jez = H n zn+1. Then Condition (2.3) is equivalent to the condition that the 
vertices of are contained in the lattice Jez. In other words, is a reflexive 
simplex in the sense of Batyrev [2J. For instance, if n = 3, one finds the following 
possibilities for Wi (up to a permutation): 

Wo WI W2 W3 J.l Wo WI W2 W3 J.l 
1 1 1 1 4 1 2 3 6 12 
1 1 1 3 6 1 3 4 4 12 
1 1 2 2 6 1 2 6 9 18 
1 1 2 4 8 1 4 5 10 20 
1 2 2 5 10 1 3 8 12 24 
1 1 4 6 12 2 3 10 15 30 

1 6 14 21 42 
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For n = 4, here are some examples (maybe not complete): 

Wo WI W2 Wa W4 Jl, Wo WI W2 Wa W4 Jl, 

1 1 1 1 2 6 1 1 2 4 8 16 
1 1 2 2 2 8 1 1 4 4 10 20 
1 1 1 1 4 8 1 1 4 6 12 24 
1 1 1 3 3 9 1 1 2 8 12 24 
1 1 1 2 5 10 1 1 3 10 15 30 
2 2 2 3 3 12 1 1 4 12 18 36 
1 1 3 3 4 12 1 1 8 10 20 40 
1 1 2 2 6 12 1 1 6 16 24 48 
1 1 1 3 6 12 1 1 8 20 30 60 
1 1 3 5 5 15 1 2 12 15 30 60 

3. The Gauss-Manin system 

The Gauss-Manin system G of the Laurent polynomial J is a module over the 
ring qr,r-1]. It is defined as in §I.2.c: 

G = on(U)[r, r-1l/(d - rdJ!\)on-l(U)[r, r-1]. 

Put 0 = r- 1• The Brieskorn lattice Go = image(On(U)[O] -+ G) is a free qO]-
module of rank J1, because, by Lemma 1.2, J is convenient and nondegenerate 
(loc. cit.). We will consider the increasing filtration Gp = rPGo (p E Z). Let 
Wo be the n-form on U defined by 

!h!o. !\ ... !\ 
w_uo un \ 
0- d(TI Wi) w·· i u i Ili U i '=1 

Let v 1--+ U = vm be a parametrization of U as in § Lb. The form Wo can be written 
as Wo = ±ill!l. !\ ... !\ f!.!Ln.. The Gauss-Manin system G is then identified with the 

VI Vn 

qr, r-1]-module (putting v = (VI, ... , Vn )) 

qv,v-I, r,r-1l/{vjOVj (cpj) - r(VjOVjJ)cpj I CPj E qv,v-I,r,r-1], j = 1, ... ,n}. 

It comes equipped with an action of OT: if 7fJ E qv, v-I], let [7fJ] denote its class in 
G; then OT[7fJ] = [-J7fJ] (this does not depend on the representative of the class). 
Using the coordinate 0, we have 020e[7fJ] = [J7fJ]; this action is extended in the usual 
way to Laurent polynomials in r with coefficients like [7fJ]. 

It is convenient to use the coordinates u = (uo, ... , un). Then the previous 
quotient is written as 

qu,u-\r,r-1]/(Iw +qu,u-I,r,r-1](g(u) -1)), 
where we have put g( u) = TIi U,/:i and Iw is the qr, r-1]-submodule of 
qu, u-1, r, r-1] consisting of the expressions 

(3.1) 't,mji(Ui"O. -rwiui)CPj, withcpj Equ,u-I,r,r-1], (j=I, ... ,n). 
i=O uU. 

Consider the sequence (a(k),i(k)) of Lemma 2.1, and for each k = 0, ... ,J1" put 

Wk = ua(k)wO EGo, 
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Notice that wlJ. = Wo and, using (3.5) below, that fwo = f.1JJ.'1. 

PROPOSITION 3.2. The classes ofwo,wl, ... 'WIJ.- 1 form a C[9]-basis w of Go. 
Moreover, they satisfy the equation 

1 
--(r8,. + aw(k))wk = rWk+1 (k = 0, ... ,J1. -1), 

J1. 
and we have Bernstein's relation in G: 

1J.-1 

II [ - - sw(k))] . Wo = rlJ.wo· 
k=O 

The V-order ofwk is equal to aw(k) and w induces a C-basis of$agr'{.(GO/G_ 1). 

From Theorem 14.5, Lemma 14.3(3), and the symmetry (1.3), we get 

(3.3) for k = 0, ... ,J1. -1, ° aw(k) nand { aw(k) = ° =} k = 0, 
aw(k) = n =} k = n. 

This implies that, for any a E ]0, nt, the length of a maximal subsequence 
a, a + 1, ... , a + £ of aw (-) is n, and even n - 1 if a is an integer. In other 
words: 

COROLLARY 3.4. The length of any maximal nonzero integral (resp. noninte-
gral) constant subsequence of sw(') is n -1 (resp. n). 

The proposition also gives a Birkhoff normal form for Go: 

928ew = wAo + 9wAoo 
with Ao, Aoo as in (1.6). The matrix Ao is nothing but the matrix of multiplication 
by f on Go/9Go in the basis induced by w. Its eigenvalues are the critical values 
of f, as expected. In the case where J1. = n+ 1 (and all Wi equal to 1), we find that 
Aoo = diag(O, 1, ... ,n) and Ao is as in (1.6) with size J1. = n + 1. 

Proof of Proposition 3.2. It will be convenient to select some coordinate, say 
Uo. Multiplying (3.1) (applied to CP1 = ... = cpn = cp) on the left by the inverse 
matrix of the matrix formed by the columns of m1, ... , m n , one finds that, for any 
cP E C[u,u- 1,r,r-1], we have in G 

(3.5) \j i = 1, ... , n ui8ui - uo8uo )cpwo = r(ui - uo)cpwo. 
Applying this to any monomial cp = ua and summing these equalities, we get the 
following relation for j = 0, hence for any j = 0, ... ,n by a similar argument: 

1 . (3.6) --(r8,. + Lj(a))uawo = rua+1,wo, 
J1. 

where we put Lj(a) = ai - J1.aj/wj. This is nothing but (14.12) in the present 
situation. Apply this for a = a(k) and j = i(k) (k = 0, ... , J1. - 1) to get the first 
relation in the lemma (remark that Li(k)(a(k)) = aw(k)). Bernstein's relation for 
Wo is then clear. Remark also that Wk is given by 

k-1 

Wk = r-k II [ - !(r8,. - swU))] . woo 
j=O J1. 

It is not difficult to derive from Bernstein's relation for Wo a Bernstein relation 
for each Wk and conclude that Wk has V-order aw(k). [Notice also that, as 
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IJw(k) = Li(k) (a(k)) = maxj Lj(a(k)), the order of Wk with respect to the Newton 
filtration is :::;; IJw(k)j this is compatible with Theorem I.4.5.] 

Let us now show that Wo, ... ,Wp.-l generate Go as a C[e]-module. Notice that 
Bernstein's relation for Wo implies that of/wo E C[e] (wo, .. . , of/-1wo) = C[e] (wo,.· . , 
Wp.-l), and this also holds for o;wo for i p,. It is therefore enough to show that 

generate Go over C[e]. Write (3.5) as 

(3.7) Ua+1iWO = [uauo + (:: - ::)eua]wo. 

The Brieskorn lattice Go is generated over C[e] by the with i E N: indeed, it 
is generated by the UaWOj then, 

- if ai 1 for some i 1, one decreases ai to 0 with (3.7)j 
- if ai :::;; -1 for some i 1, one iterates (3.7) Wo times and use the 

relation uWwo = Wo to express ubwo (any b) as a sum (with constant 
coefficients) of terms and of Ub+w'+1i, with k,i 0 and 
w' = (0, WI, . .. , wn)j hence if bi < 0, there exists r such that bi + rWi 0 
and one iterates r times the previous process to write ubwo with terms 
ekua, with ai 1, to reduce to the previous casej 

- notice that, in both previous processes, we never decrease the degree in 
Uoj now, we are reduced to considering with i < OJ use once more 
the relation ukwubwo = ubwo (for any k 0, any b) to replace with ua 
with ao, . .. ,an 0 and apply the first case. 

A similar argument gives the result for the family As Go is C[e]-free 
(c/. Remark 1.4.8 and §1.2.c), we conclude that w is a C[e]-basis of Go. [Instead of 
using Remark 1.4.8, one can directly conclude here that Go is C[e]-free of rank p, 
by showing first that w generates G as a C[T, T-1]-module.] 

Remark also that (wo, . .. ,/P.-1wo) is another basis, but the differential equation 
does not take Birkhoff normal form in such a basis. 

We will now determine the V-filtration. Put = T[uw(k)lwk' Then w' is 
another C[T,T-1]-basis of G. The V-order of is :::;; IJw(k) - [lJw(k)] < 1. For 
a E [0,1[, put 

U",G = IlJw(k) - [lJw(k)] :::;; a) + IlJw(k) - [lJw(k)] > a) 
U<",G = IlJw(k) - [lJw(k)] < a) + IlJw(k) - [lJw(k)] a), 

and U",+pG = TPU",G (resp. U<",+pG = TPU<",G) for any p E Z. We then have 

U",G = IlJw(k) - [lJw(k)] = a) + U<",G. 
Notice that, according to the formula for Wk, the elements satisfy 

1 --(Tar + IJw(k) - = 
(3.8) P, 

_ Trsw(k+1)1-rsw(k)1w' 
- k+l' 

with r s 1 := -[-s]. Recall that the sequence (sw(k)), hence the sequence cr sw(k)l), 
is increasing. If r sw(k + 1)1 > r sw(k)l, then 

(Tar + IJw(k) - E U<oG. 
Otherwise, we have 
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i.e., 
uw(k) - [uw(k)] uw(k + 1) - [Uw(k + 1)], 

and we conclude that UaG is stable under Tar and that Tar + a is nilpotent on 
The filtration U.G satisfies then the characterizing properties of v.G, hence 

is equal to it. 

We may now compute Gp n Va for P E Z and a E [0,1[. Any element of Gp n Va 
decomposes uniquely as Pk(T)Wk' with 

k(T) E {TP-[UW(k)JqT-1] n qT] if uw(k) - [uw(k)] :0;; a, 
P TP-[uw(k)JqT-1] n TqT] if uw(k) - [uw(k)] > a 

It follows that 

(3.9) Gp n Va = L C· Wk + Gp n V<a + Gp- 1 n Va, 
kluw(k)=a+p 

and therefore is generated by the classes ofwk with uw(k) = a+p. These 
classes form a basis of G, as dim EBp EBaE [O,1[ G = J1.. This gives the 
last statement of the proposition. 0 

For a E [0,1[, let wk be such that r sw(k)l - sw(k) = a and denote by [wk] the 
class of wk in Ha := G. After (1.5) we have: 

(3.10) + a)[wk] = {o , sw(k + 1) > sw(k), 
J1. [Wk+l] 1f sw(k + 1) = sw(k). 

It follows that the primitive elements relative to the nilpotent operator induced by 
(-I/J1.)(Tar +a) onHa are the elements [Wk] such that 

k n + 1, r sw(k)l - sw(k) = a and sw(k - 1) < sw(k) 

and, if moreover a = 0, the element [wb] = two]. 
Therefore, the Jordan blocks of (-1/ J1. ) (Tar + a) on Hoare in one-to-one 

correspondence with the maximal constant sequences in Sw, and the corresponding 
sizes are the same. All Jordan blocks, except that of two] if a = 0, have thus 
size :0;; n, and even :0;; n - 1 if a is an integer (cf. Cor. 3.4). Recall also (cf. [8, 
9]) that H := EBaE [O,1[Ha may be identified with the relative cohomology space 
Hn(u, f-1(t)) for It I »0, that Ha corresponds to the generalized eigenspace of the 
monodromy corresponding to the eigenvalue exp 2i7ra, and that the unipotent part 
of the monodromy operator T is equal to exp2i7rN with N:= -(Tar + a). 

EXAMPLE 3.11. Take n = 4 and Wo = 1, W1 = 2, W2 = 12, W3 = 15 and 
W4 = 30, so that J1. = 60. Then the only possible a is ° and N has one Jordan block 
of size 5, 3 blocks of size 3, 13 blocks of size 2 and 20 blocks of size 1. On the other 
hand, if J1. = n + 1 (and all Wi equal to 1), the only possible a is ° and N has only 
one Jordan block (of size n + 1). 

4. Poincare duality and higher residue pairings 

Consider on qT, T- 1] the ring involution induced by T -T. We will set 
p( T) := p( -T) (there is no complex conjugation involved here). Given a qT, T-1]_ 
module G, we denote by G the C-vector space G equipped with the new module 
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structure p( r) . 9 = p( -r)g. For convenience, we denote by y the elements of G. 
The C[r, r-1]-structure of G is therefore given by the rule: p(r)y = p(r)g. 

If G is moreover equipped with a connection, i.e., with a compatible action of 
On then so is G and we have orY:= -org. Notice that rOrY = rOrg. 

Duality for V-modules gives (cf. [9]) the existence of a nondegenerate C[r, r- 1]_ 

bilinear pairing 
8: G ® G --+ C[r,r-1] 

crr,r- 1] 

satisfying the following properties: 

(1) = 8(org',g") + 8(g',org") = 8(org',g") - 8(g',org"), 

(equivalently, rOr8(g', gIl) = 8(rorg',g") + 8(g', rOrg")), 
(2) 8 sends Vo ® V<1 in C[r], 
(3) 8 sends Go ® Go in 8nC[8] = r-nC[r- 1], 

(4) 8 (g" , g') = (-1) n 8 (g' , gIl) (this reflects the ( -1 ) n -symmetry of the Poincare 
duality on U). 

Notice that (1) means that 8 is a horizontal section of the C[r, r-1]-module 
HOInc[r,r-1] (G®G, C[r, r- 1]) equipped with its natural connection, or also that 8 is 
a C[r](or)-linear morphism G --+ G*, if one endows G* = HOInc[r,r-1](G, C[r, r- 1]) 

with its natural connection. Therefore, (2) follows from (1) because any C[r](Or)-
linear morphism is strict with respect to the Malgrange-Kashiwara filtrations V 
and we have 

(cf. [9]). 
In the case of singularities, this corresponds to the "higher residue pairings" of 

K. Saito [1l]. The link with Poincare duality is explained in [12]. 
For our Laurent polynomial f, we will recover in an elementary way the ex-

istence of such a pairing 8 satisfying the previous properties. More precisely, we 
have: 

LEMMA 4.1. There exists a unique (up to a nonzero constant) nondegenerate 
pairing 8 satisfying Properties (1), (2), (3). It is given by the formula: 

8( -) {8(wo,wn) Wk,We = 
o 

{ if 0 k nand k + l = n, 
or if n + 1 k I-L - 1 and k + l = I-L + n, 

otherwise. 

Moreover, for any k,l, 8(Wk,We) belongs to Cr-n and 8 satisfies (4). 

Proof. Assume that a pairing 8 satisfying (1), (2), (3) exists. For k, l = 
0, ... ,I-L - 1, we have 8(Wk, we) E r-nC[r- 1] by (3) and 8(wo, we) E r-[O"w(e)]C[r] 
by (2). Therefore, 8(wo,we) i= 0 implies [O"w(l)] ;;:: n, and if [O"w(l)] = n, we have 
8(wo,we) E Cr-n. But we know by (3.3) that 

[O"w(l)] { < n i= n, 
= n If l = n. 

Therefore, 8(wo, we) = 0 if l i= n and 8(wo,wn) E Cr-n. 
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(4.2) 

Notice also that we have by (1) and Proposition 3.2: 

1 
- -(r8T +n)S(Wk,We) 

I-" 

] (J"w(k) + (J"w(£) - n 
= r [S(Wk+1, We) - S(Wk,We+1) + S(Wk,We), 

I-" 
if we put as above wI-' = WOo 

Argue now by induction for k < n: as S(Wk,We) E Cr-n, the LHS in (4.2) 
vanishes. This shows that S(Wk+1,We) = 0 if £ f= n - k,n -1- k. Moreover, if 
£ = n-k, we have (J"w(k) + (J"w(£) - n = 0, hence S(Wk+1,Wn-k) = O. Last, we have 
S(Wk+1, Wn-1-k) = S(Wk, Wn-k). 

Argue similarly for k ? n + 1. 0 

Notice that, if denotes the adjoint of Aoo with respect to S, then Aoo + 
= nId, i.e., Aoo - (n/2) Id is skewsymmetric with respect to S. 

5. M. Saito's solution to the Birkhoff problem 

One step in constructing the Frobenius structure associated to f consists in 
solving Birkhoff's problem for the Brieskorn lattice Go in the Gauss-Manin system 
G, that is, in finding a qr]-lattice E of G, which glues with Go to a trivial vector 
bundle on ]Fl. Recall (cf. [3, App. B] for what follows) that there is a one-to-
one correspondence between such lattices E which are logarithmic, and decreasing 
filtrations of H = EEl"'E[O,l[H", which are stable under N and which are 
opposite to the filtration 

Gp(H):= EEl (Gp n V",)/(Gp n V<",) = q[Wk] I [(J"w(k)] ::;; p) after (3.9). 
"'E[O,l[ 

This is analogous to [12, Th.3.6]. 
In [12, Lemma 2.8]' M. Saito defines a canonical decreasing filtration HSaito in 

terms of the monodromy filtration M. of the nilpotent endomorphism 2i7r N of H 
and of the filtration conjugate to Gp(H), the conjugation being taken with respect 
to the real structure on H coming from the identification with Hn(u, f-1(t)). This 
defines therefore a canonical solution to Birkhoff's problem for Go. 

Consider now the decreasing filtration H' of H explicitly defined by 

(5.1) 

where [] denotes the class in H = EEl",E [0, 1(V", G/V<", G. Then H' is opposite to 
G.(H). It satisfies 

H O = H, H n +1 = 0, 

and, for k = 0, ... , I-" - 1 and a E [0,1[, 

p .l _ 1-", {
H n - p 

(H",) - H;+1-p 
if a f= 0, 

if a = 0, 

where .l means taking the orthogonal with respect to the symmetric bilinear form 
g on H induced by S. If I-" = n + 1 (and all Wi equal to 1), then HP = Mn - 2p (this 

. implies that the mixed Hodge structure on H is "Hodge-Tate"). 

PROPOSITION 5.2. The filtration H' is equal to the opposite filtration HSaito' 
The associated logarithmic lattice is E:= qr](wo, ... ,WI-'-l). 
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Proof. Let us begin with the second statement. The lattice E introduced in the 
proposition is logarithmic, by Proposition 3.2. A computation analogous to that 
of Gp n Vo: shows that the filtration TP En Vo:/TP En V<o: of Ho: is equal to Hg,. 
Therefore, E is the logarithmic lattice corresponding to H· by the correspondence 
recalled above. 

For the first statement, put F"(H) = Gn_.(H). This is a decreasing filtration. 
Consider also the increasing filtration 

W.(Ho:) = {M.-n-l(Ho:) a =1= 0, 
M.-n(Ho) If a = 0, 

where M.(H) denotes the monodromy filtration of the nilpotent endomorphism 
2i7rN on H. Recall that W.(H) is defined over IR (even over Q) as 2i7rN is so. 
Then the opposite filtration given by M. Saito is 

• 
HSaito = LJF n Wn+q-.(H), 

q 

where E denotes the conjugate of the subspace E of H with respect to the complex 
conjugation coming from the identification 

H Hn(u, rl(t), C) = C ®lR Hn(u, rl(t), 1R). 

We therefore need to give a description of the conjugation in term of the basis [wkl. 
Let ko be such that [wkol is a primitive element with respect to N, and denote 

by vko its weight. Then NVko+l[wkol = 0. For j = 0, ... , Vko' put k = ko + j. Then 
[wkl = [wkol has order Vko + 1-j with respect to N, and weight Vk := Vko - 2j. 
Moreover, we have o-w(k) = o-w(ko) + j, as j f-+ sw(ko + j) is constant. The space 
Bko := (Ni[wkoll j = 0, ... ,Vko) is a Jordan block of N. 

Assume that ko n + 1. Then is primitive with respect to tN, 
hence is primitive with respect to N. It will be convenient to put 
ko = J1. + n - ko - Vko and, for k = ko + j with j = 0, ... , Vko' k = ko + j. We 
therefore have k = J1. + n - k - Vk. Notice that, for such a k, we have sw(k) = 
sw(ko) = J1. - sw(ko) = J1. - sw(k). We also have o-w(J1. + n - k) - Vk = o-w(k) if 

For k E [0, nl, we simply put k = k. 
The proof of the following lemma will be given in § 6. 

LEMMA 5.3. For ko n+1, the conjugate of the Jordan block Bko is the Jordan 
block Bko ' and Bo is self-conjugate. 

It follows from this lemma that, for k as above, we have 
ko+vo 

(5.4) [wkl = L ae[wil 
l=k 

with ak =1= 0. 
Let us now end the proof of Proposition 5.2. We have 

Fq n Wn+q- p = Gn - q n Mq-p(-l) = ([wkll [o-w(k)l n - q and Vk q - p(-l»), 

where (-1) is added if o-w(k) fj. Z and not added otherwise. Therefore, 

LFq n Wn+q- p = ([wkll [o-w(k)l + Vk n - p(-l»). 
q 
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Remark now that, if k ): n + 1, 

[O"w(k)] + Ilk :::;; n - p( -1) {:=:=:;> [n - O"w({L + n - k)] + Ilk:::;; n - p(-l) 

{:=:=:;> rO"w({L+n-k-llk)l ):p(+l) 
{:=:=:;> [O"w({L + n - k - Ilk)] ): p 

{:=:=:;> [0" w (k)] ): p. 

Arguing similarly for k :::;; n, we conclude from Lemma 5.3 and (5.1) that 

L Pq n Wn +q- p = ([wU I [O"w(k)] + Ilk:::;; n - p( -1)) 

(5.5) q = ([wi] I [O"w (k)] ): p) 
=HP. 

Notice that (5.5) follows from (5.4), as o"w is increasing on each Bko' 

6. Some topology of f and proof of Lemma 5.3 

D 

6.a. Lefschetz thimbles. Denote by the subset n U C U, defined 
by Ui > 0 for i = 0, ... , n. The restriction fiL:.. of f to takes values in [{L, +oo[ 
and has only one critical point (which is a Morse critical point of index 0), namely 
(1, ... ,1), with critical value equal to {L. Notice also that fiL:.. is proper. Therefore, 

is a Lefschetz thimble for f with respect to the critical point (1, ... ,1). Other 
Lefschetz thimbles at (C(l, ... ,1) are (c (£ = 0, ... , {L - 1). 

Fix T =f. O. The morphisms 

Hn(U,Rhf > C';Q) --> Hn(U,ReTf > C;Q) 

for C' > C are isomorphisms if C is big enough. We denote by Hn(U, ReTf »0) 
the limit of this inverse system. This is the germ at T of a local system 1t of rank 
{L on C* = {T =f. O}. Notice that defines a nonzero element of the germ 1tT at 
any T with ReT> 0, i.e., a section of 1t on {ReT> O}. Therefore, it defines 
in a unique way a multivalued section of 1t on C'. 

Let � > 0 be small enough. As f is a Coo fibration over the open set 
C ...... {{L(c 1£ = 0, ... ,{L - I}, it is possible to find a basis of sections T), ... (T) 
of 1t on the open set 

S = {T = ITI e2i7rO I BE]c -1,�[} 
in such away that, for any £ E {O, ... ,{L-1} and ITI > 0, we ITI) = 
Of course, this basis extends as a basis of multivalued sections of 1t on C*. 

The images 

, , 
, S 
, , , , 

" 

, , 
_______ t __ :Ts __ 

: ReT , , 

The domain S 
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6.b. Integrals along Lefschetz thimbles. Let 'TI E G and let if be a repre-
sentative of 'TI in on (U)[r, r- 1l. Then the function 

S ;:) r 1--+ r e-rfif 
lAt(r) 

only depends on 'TI and is holomorphic on S. It is denoted by rpi,'7(r). Moreover, 
we have 

(6.1) 

where r-a = Irra e-2i1l"a6, 2;11" log r = (2;11" log Irl) + (J, with (J E le - 1, e[ and 

E C. The coefficients only depend on the class ['TIl of'TI in G, so we 

will denote them by and we have 

(6 2) 
. c['7],t - c(2i1l"N)m['7],i' 

We will now characterize the Jordan blocks Bko in Ha. Such a Jordan block 
is characterized by the constant value s of sw(.), so that it will be convenient to 
denote such a block by Ba,s' 

LEMMA 6.3. For ['TIl E Ha , we have ['TIl E Ba,s if and only if, for any i = 
0, ... , p, - 1 and any j 0, we have 

(0) _ is'" (0) (-if p,r 
C(2i1l"N)j['7],t - (L..J C(2i1l"N)H"'['7],0 m! . 

m 

P ./ D d (m) (m) b (m) Th h 
roOJ. ror 'TI = Wk, enote C[Wk],t = Y Ck,i . en we ave 

(6.4) r e-rfwk +0(1)), 
. 

where mk + 1 denotes the of [wkl in with respect to 2i7rN. Remark 
now that, as Wk = ua(k)wO and la(k)1 = k, we have 

r e-ctlrlf Wk = 1 e-ctlrlf Wk = (ki r e-1r1f Wk. 
(tA 1 A 

Hence, we get 

(mk) (-2k log Irl + if p,)mk + + (0) 
Ck t .. . Ck t 
'mk! ' 

_ /,tsw(k) [ (mk) (-2k log Irl)mk + ... + (0)] -." ck 0 , ck 0 , 
'mk· ' 

and in particular 

C(O) _ (isw(k) . (-if p,r c(m) 
k,t - L..J m! k,O . 

m=O 

(6.5) 

Therefore, any element ['TIl in Ba,s satisfies the equality of Lemma 6.3 for j = 0, 
hence for any j. 
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Conversely, remark first that, if [1]] is fixed, then the equality of Lemma 6.3 for 
any j ;;;:: ° is equivalent to 

'Iji[rJl,t(Cl 11'1) = ,ts'Iji[1/],o(ITI), 

where 'Iji[1/],l is defined by (6.1) (two polynomials are equal iff all the corresponding 
derivatives at ° are equal). 

Write [1]] = L: Ak[Wk] in HOI., denote m[1/] = max:kIAk,cO mk and put K[1/] = 
{k I mk = m[1/]}' Notice that, for k, k' E K[1/] , we have sw(k) =f. sw(k'). If 

m[1/] > m[1/]' we have L:kEK['11 ,lsw (k) = ° for any £ = 0, ... ,f.1. -1. It follows 

that = 0, hence Ak = 0, for any k E K[1/] , a contradiction. Therefore 
m[1/] = m[1/]' Argue similarly to show that K[1/] is reduced to one element, denoted 
by k[1/]' and that sw(k[1/]) = s. Apply the lemma by induction on m[1/'] to [1]'] = 
[1]]- Ak[ I [wk' ]. 0 

'I ['II 

6.c. Isomorphism between nearby cycles. The multivalued cycles Ae(T) 
form a basis of the space of multivalued global sections of Ji, that we denote by 
'ljirJi. This basis defines the integral (hence the real) structure on 'ljirJi. 

Denote by NOI.,p the space of linear combinations with meromorphic coefficients 
of germs at l' = ° of the multivalued functions eOl.,q = 1'01. ( - 2!11' lOgT)q /q! (q p). 
For p large enough (here p;;;:: n + 1 is enough), the map 

cP: VaG --+ Vo(G ®NOI.,p) 
p 

1] 1--+ Tar + oW 1] ® eOl.,j 
j=O 

induces an isomorphism 

Ker [Tar : ®NOI.,p) --+ (G ®NOI.,p)). 

As G is regular at l' = 0, there exists a perturbation 1] 1-+ 'Iji(1]) E V<o(G ®NOI.,p) 
such that cp( 1]) + 'Iji( 1]) E Ker [Tar : G ® NOI.,p --+ G ® NOI.,p) . 

Recall (see, e.g., [7]) that Ker [Tar: G ®NOI.,p --+ G ®NOI.,p) is identified with 
HOI.' Set N = EBOI.E[0,1[NOI.,n+1' Given a section A of H = Ker [Tar: G ® N --+ 

G ® N) and a section 8 of 'ljirJi, choose a representative); of A in nn(u) ®c N. 
Then fa e-r J); E C. Then (see Appendix) A belongs to HQ if and only if, for any 
£ = 0, ... , f.1. and some nonzero 1', we have 

(6.6) 

For 1] E VaG and); = cp(1]) + 'Iji(1]) , and using (6.1), one finds 

( e-rJ cp(1]) = + 0(1). 
Jt:..l(r) 1/, 

As a consequence, the conjugate [1]] of [1]] satisfies 

(0) _ ('0) 
Cf;jf,l - e[1/],t· 
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It follows now from Lemma 6.3 that 

-B _ {Bl-a,,.-s if a E ]0, 1[, 
a,s -

Bo,,.-s if a = O. 

As sw(ko) = J-t - sw(ko), this ends the proof of Lemma 5.3. o 

Appendix 

In this appendix, we explain with some details why the real structure on H as 
defined by (6.6) is indeed the real structure used in [8] to define the Hodge structure 
on H. We will need to recall some notation and results of [8]. 

We will denote by U a smooth quasi-projective variety and by f: U -+ A.1 a 
regular function on U. We denote by t the coordinate on the affine line A.1. We 
also fix an embedding r;,: U X into a smooth projective variety such that there 
exists an algebraic map F : X -+ ]p>1 extending f. We have a commutative diagram, 
where the right part is Cartesian, thus defining X as a fibred product, 

r;, 

U C J ) XC ) X 

IF 
Al C )]p>1 

Denote by � : pI -+]p>1 the real blow-up Of]p>1 centered at 00 (PI is diffeomorphic 
to a closed disc) and by F: X -+ pI the fibre-product of F with the blowing-up �. 
Denote by 'K the inclusion U X. 

Denote by 81 the inverse image of 00 by the blowing-up �. Let i,.1 be an affine 
line with coordinate T. Denote by L'+ the closed set of 8 1 x pi C pI X N defined 
by Re( ei9 T) 0, with () = arg t and where t is the coordinate on Al = ]p>1 " {oo}, 
and set L - = liDl X N "L'+. For T =1= 0, denote by L; C pI the fibre of L'+, L-
over T. 

Denote similarly by Lx= c X X Al (resp. L'xj- , L= C X) the inverse image 
,T X,'T 

of the corresponding sets by F x IdA, (resp. by F). 
We denote by a: Al xAl L- and (3: L- pI xAl (resp. aT : Al L; and 

(3T : L; pI) the inclusions, and by the same letters the corresponding inclusions 

?1 - -?1 a : X x A '---t Li and (3: Lx '---t X x A , 

resp. 

aT : X '---t L= and (3T: L= '---t X. 
X,T X,T 

Therefore we have (3T 0 aT 0 j = 'K. 
In [8, (1.8)], we have defined the Fourier transform :;JF(Rj*Cu) as the following 

complex on X x N (there is a shift by 1 in loco cit., that we do not introduce here): 

:;JF(Rj*Cu ) := Rc* (3, Ra* Rj*CuxA" 
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7 =i 

7 =-1 o 7=1 

Affine line j;l with coordinate 7 

where we still denote by j (resp. K,) the inclusion U x ]i,I '---t X X Al (resp. U x Al '---t 

X X AI). This complex has a natural tQ-structure (replace Cu with tQu). This in-
duces a tQ-structure on the nearby cycle complex = )0Q 
C. 

Denote by £-r/ the algebraic DUXA1-module 0uxAle-r/ (i.e., the 0UXA1-
module 0UXAl with connection er / 0 d 0 e-r /). The quasi-isomorphism 

(A.I) 

constructed in [8, Th.2.2] is then used to define the tQ-structure on the complex 
(of sheaves on X) 'ljJr (K,+£-r /) [on the other hand one uses the V-filtration 
relative to T = 0 on K,+£-r/ to construct the Hodge filtration on this complex]. By 
DR we mean the usual de Rham complex, starting in degree O. 

Denote by the sheaf of multivalued holomorphic functions on P} " {O}. 
Then 

./. DRan ( c-r!) ·-1 DRan (C-r/ I'/lan) 'f/r XXAl K,+G- = XXAl K,+G- 0 p- l0!i!.n VAl , 

where p: X X Al --> Al denotes the projection and ir=o : X x {O} '---t X X Al denotes 
the inclusion (see, e.g., [7, (4.9.4)]). We are interested in analyzing the tQ-structure 
on the cohomology of Rr(X, 'ljJr (K,+£-r/)). Use Coo forms on X to identify 
it with 

0 p- l0!i!.n 

with n = dim X. Similarly, denote by CAl the sheaf of multivalued local sections of 
CAl (i.e., local sections on the universal covering of AI" {O}). Then 

is equal to 0 pICA1)' 
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In order to know that the cohomology class of a closed multivalued section 
of P. [x· -1 (",,+[-r 1 0p--1 oan is rational, one has to compute its image in 

xA AI A 

Rp.'JF(Rj.<Cu )0C7i1 and decide whether its class is rational or not. As the section 
is closed, it is enough to verify this after restricting to some (or any) T i- O. There-
fore, we need to compute the map (A. 1) after restricting to some fixed nonzero T. 

In (6.6), we apply this computation to the multivalued form e-rl ).,. 
Denote by £x the sheaf of Coo functions (in the sense of Whitney) on X, by 

[!f0d the sheaf on X of Coo functions on U which have moderate growth along 

X" U, and by £iod'-T the subsheaf of functions which moreover are infinitely flat 

along L':!- . 
X,r 

On the other hand, denote by C;UL'f ,L'_+ the complex of sheaves on X, con-
X,T' X,T 

sisting of germs on X of relative singular cochains (i.e., germs of singular cochains 
in U U L':!- with boundary in L':!- ). 

X,r X,r 
By the de Rham theorem, the integration of forms induces a quasi-isomorphism 

of complexes I : [i; --> Ci; 0z <C; moreover, the natural morphism £iod,. --> 

(ar 0 j).[i; is a quasi-isomorphism, so the integration morphism I : [iOd,. --> 

(ar 0 j).Ci; 0z <C, which is obtained by composing both morphisms, is a quasi-
isomorphism. 

Similarly, we have a commutative diagram 

Hence we get: 

PROPOSITION A.2 (A variant of the de Rham theorem). Both complexes 
C• <C d "mod,-T • . . h' t (3 R R' <C M ,L'_+ 0z an Ox ' are 0 r,! ar,. J. u. ore-

X,'T X,T 

over, the integration of forms induces a natural quasi-isomorphism of complexes 

J "mod,-T,· C· <C : Ox ----7 UUL'-+ 0z . 
X,'T X,'T 

N' t" f [mod. . [-rl . t' f [mod. 1 . r d ow, given a sec IOn 0 X ' 0 J+ , a sec IOn 0 X ' mu tiP Ie 

by e-rl , it is also a section of £iOd'-T'., and its image by (A.l) is nothing but its 
integral, according to the previous commutative diagram. 
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